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ON UNIFORM LIMITEDNESS OF SETS OF 
FUNCTIONAL OPERATIONS* 

BY T. H. HILDEBRANDT 

1. Introduction. F. Riesz f has pointed out that the method 
of proving the Hellinger-Toeplitz theorem is closely related 
to certain proofs of boundedness of sequences of integrals. 
Essentially these state that a sequence of limited linear opera
tions on a given class, bounded for every member of the class, 
is uniformly limited. The Hellinger-Toeplitz theorem is a 
special case of the theorem that a double sequence of limited 
bilinear forms, if bounded for every member of the class, is 
uniformly limited. The question naturally arises whether a 
theorem of the second type can be derived from a theorem of 
the first type by an iterative process. This paper derives 
such a theorem of the first type, by extracting the essential 
feature of the linearity condition, and utilizing some of the 
fundamental ideas of E. H. Moore and H. L. Smith. J 

2. The Foundations. We shall assume a general class ty of 
elements p; also a class 39Î of functions /x on $ to 51 the 
class of complex numbers. The class 9ft is assumed to be 
linear (L), i.e., for every a\ and a2 of 21 and /xi and JU2 of 9ft, 
ttiMi + «2M2 also belongs to 9ft. We assume further that it is 
possible to define in 9ft a distance function or norm N, which 
is on 9ft to the real positive part of 21 and has thé property 
(A) : for every «i and a2, and /*i and /z2 

iV(oi/xi + 02/12) ~ \ai\Nfxi+ |O2|2VM2.§ 

In terms of this norm it is possible to define the notion 
* Part of a paper presented to Society, March 26, 1921. 
f Équations Linéaires à une Infinité d'Inconnues, footnote, p. 83. 
X General theory of limits, AMERICAN JOURNAL, vol. 44 (1922), pp. 102 ff. 
§ This condition (A) is equivalent to the two conditions 

N(ni -h M2) ̂ Nfxi + Nut, ATaMi * \a\Nm 
for every MI, M2 and a. For from NaM :f= | a \ Nv it follows for a j£ 0 that 

iVaM^MiVM- H ^ ( ~ " ) - { ^ Nati = Nap. 
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distance as N(ni — /x2) as well as lirait, viz., 

limn N(fin — M) = 0. 
In so far as we do not postulate that Nfx = 0 if and only if 
JJL = 0 f or every p, the limit of a sequence \xn thus defined is 
not necessarily unique. If two functions juo and JUOO are limits 
of the same sequence then obviously 2V(/*o — Moo) = 0. 

We shall call a Cauchy sequence a sequence {\xn\ such tha t 
for every e > 0 there exists an ne such that if n\ S ne and 
Th, ~ ê? then 

^(Mnx ~ Mn2) ^ 6. 

We shall assume that the class 9DÎ is complete (Cp) with respect 
to N, viz., that every Cauchy sequence from SDZ has a limit 
inSTO.* 

Finally we use some of the ideas suggested by E. H. Moore 
and H. L. Smith. We assume another general class: O of 
elements q. On O we assume a binary relation R : qiRqz, 
with the properties 

(T) if q\Rq2 and qiRqz then gii2g3; 
(C) for every q\ and #2 there exists a 93 such that q$Rqi and 

Our foundation thus consists of the system : 

3. Tfe Fundamental Theorem. Our theorem concerns a set 
of operations 7^ on Wl to 3Ï, which have the following prop
erties: 

(A = triangle), for every q, ah 0%, m, ju2 

I Tq(aim + 02M2) I ^ |airfl(jui)| + K ^ V ^ ) | ; 

(M = modular or limited), there exists an Mq such that 
for every ju 

| Z » | S M 3 A y 
We define as the modulus Mq of r g the least upper bound of 
the values | Tq(p) \ f or Ny = 1. 

* The germ of such a general class $Dî is suggested by Riesz, ACTA 
MATHEMATICA, vol. 41 (1918), p . 72. I t has been used by Bennett, 
PROCEEDINGS OF THE NATIONAL ACADEMY, vol. 2 (1916), p . 595; Lamson, 

AMERICAN JOURNAL, vol. 42 (1920), p. 245; Hahn, MONATSHEFTE, vol. 32 

(1922), pp. 4ft\; Banach, FUNDAMENTA M A T H E M A T I C S , vol. 3 (1922), 
pp. 135 ff. 
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The set Tq is semi-uniformly bounded over 9ft,* i.e., there 
exists a sequence {qm} such that for every ju there exists an 
raM and an e» such that if qRqm„ then 

We note that on account of the properties T and C of R the 
sequence {qm} may always be assumed to be monotonie in
creasing, i.e., for every m qmRqm-i> For if the property is 
holding for a given sequence {qm) it will also hold for the 
sequence {qj), where g/ = qu and gm' is such that qm

rRqr
m-.i 

and qm
fRqm. Our theorem is as follows. 

FUNDAMENTAL THEOREM. A set of operations Tq on$lto% 
having the properties A and M, which is semi-uniformly bounded 
over 3JÎ, is ultimately uniformly limited, i.e., there exists a q0 

and an M such that for qRq0 

Mq^M. 

This qo is a member of the sequence involved in the semi-uniform 

boundedness. 

The proof of the theorem follows the lines of proofs of 
similar theorems in the literature, f Assume that the conclu
sion is not valid. Then the following statement would be true: 

(A) For every e > 0 and every qm of {qm} there exists a qme 

such that qmeRqm and MQme > e. 
Let {en} be a sequence of numbers approaching infinity. 

Then by a step by step process we can determine cn, e
(n\ mn, 

V*n, qeny satisfying the following conditions: 
(1) Ci = 1, cn is the least of the quantities 

ei en-i 

2*MQA' " " ' *Mq„J 

(2) qen and jun such that NJJLU = 1, qenRqmn_x and 

(3) mn and e(n) such that qRqmn implies | Tq(2"CiHi) | < e(n). 

* Cf. Moore and Smith, loc. cit., p. 114. 
t Cf., for instance, Lebesgue, ANNALES DE TOULOUSE, (3), vol. 1 (1909), 

p. 61; Hahn, loc. cit., p. 9; Banach, loc. cit., p. 157. 
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The first of these is obviously possible. It insures the fact 
that Sfcn is convergent and 

2£c„< 
2M, Qeim-l 

For (2) we apply statement (A) to çWn-1 and (en + e(n~~l))/cn. 
The condition (3) follows from the semi-uniform boundedness 
of the set Tq. From (2) and (3) and from the property A of 
TQ it follows that 

> cn 

— &n* 

«» + e("_1) 
«<»-» 

Now since the series Sfc„ is convergent, it follows that the 
sequence Ŝ CMM» is a Cauchy sequence. For 

#(2"CM,) == 2"c»#M» = SJTc» -> 0. 
Hence there exists a /* of the class 9ft such that 

limm 2V(M - Sfc/u») = 0. 
Then by the A property of N we can show that 

NQi - Sfc„M«) == Z ^ c . 
Hence 

| 7 U M ) | = 

s 
^.„(M - ifciiti + Ulan) 

\Tq,Œ\c^)\ - \TqJa-• SÏCiju,') | 

S e , - MVmN(ji - -Elaixi) en - Jlfff JSjr+ic* 

i.e., since en approaches infinity with n, \ TQtn{ix) | approaches 
infinity with n. But from the semi-uniform boundedness of 
Tq, it follows that there exists an e^ and an raM such that for 
qRqm it is true that 

\Tq(n)\ < v 

Since the sequence qm is monotonie increasing and qenRqmn-.if 
it would follow that the sequence | Tqen(ix) | is bounded. We 
have thus reached a contradiction, showing that statement 
(̂ 4) is untenable. Hence the theorem is proved. 
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We can obtain various special cases of this theorem by 
replacing the hypotheses by special cases. If we assume, for 
instance, that Tq(fi) converges semi-uniformly over 9J?,* then 
the set Tq(fjL) is semi-uniformly bounded over 9W. Hence we 
have the following corollary. 

COROLLARY I. If Tq is a set of operations onffll to% which 
have the properties A and M, for every q, and 

limg Tq = T (2R; semi-uniformly), 
then there exists a q0 and an M such that for qRq0 it is true that 

Mq^M, 

where Mq is the modulus of Tq. As a consequence T also has 
the properties A and M with modulus less than or equal to M. 

If T is linear, i.e., if for every a% and a^, and jui and ju2 

T{ann + CI2M2) = aiT(fii) + 02T(fjL2)f 

then T has the property A, so that we have the following 
corollary. 

COROLLARY I I . If Tq is a set of linear limited operations on 
3D? to %y which is semi-uniformly convergent over 9JÏ to T, then 
the set Tq is ultimately uniformly limited and T is a limited 
linear operation on SSR to 5Ï. 

Further specialization is possible by taking a particular 
class O . For instance suppose O is the class of positive 
integers. Then the set Tq becomes a sequence of operations 
Tn and the semi-uniform boundedness or convergence becomes 
simply boundedness or convergence, respectively, for every JX. 
In this form the theorem includes a wide variety of cases, 
depending on the nature of the class SDÎ and the norm iV.f 

.We obtain another corollary of this theorem by assuming 
that the Tq are transformations on SD?' to SO?", where W and 
9#" are on <Ç/ and $ " respectively to 21, and have the same 
properties as the class 9JÎ, i.e., linearity, the existence of a 
norm with property A relative to which the classes are com
plete. I t is possible to define the concepts limited or modular, 

* Cf. Moore and Smith, loc. cit., p. 114. 
t Hahn (loc. cit.) gives a large list of special classes and norms. The 

fact that a linear form, if convergent for every point of Hubert space, is 
limited, is obviously also a special case of this theorem. 
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and semi-uniform boundedness over 2ft' for a set Tq by re
placing in the definition for operations on TO to 51 the absolute 
value signs by the norm N". Then we have the following 
corollary. 

COROLLARY I I I . If a set of linear limited transformations Tq 

on Wl' to SD?" is semi-uniformly bounded as to SDi', then the set is 
ultimately uniformly limited, i.e., there exists a qo and an M 
such that Mq ^ M or N"Tq(ii') ^ MN'ii' for every qRq0 

and ix * 

4. Bilinear Operations. An operation B on Sft'Sft" to %, 
where 9ft' and %Jl" have the properties of SO?, is bilinear if for 
every \x\, JJL2, MI"> M2", «1 and a2 it is true that 

B(/ii' + /*', Mi" + !>*") = 5(Mi ' , MI") + W , Mi") 
+ fl(Ml', /ia'7) + £(M2 ' , M 2") , 

and 
B(aivi, aiin") = <h(hB(ixi, AH"). 

I t is limited or modular, if there exists a constant M such that 
for every JU' and / / ' 

|J5(M', M " ) | ^MN'tx'N"»". 

M is called the modulus of £ when it is the least upper bound 
of I B(p', /*") I for all N'y! = 1 and iV'V ' = 1. Then we have 
the following theorem. 

THEOREM. A set of bilinear limited operations Bq on SDî'SD?" 
to 2t which is semi-uniformly bounded over SDî'SD?" is ultimately 
uniformly limited. 

Let Tq(fx') be the least upper bound of \Bq(n', ju")| for 
N"ti" = 1. This will exist for every q and p! and will have 
the following properties: 

(A) Tq(alfn
f + t W ) S \(hTq(m') I + \(hTM') |, 

* By specializing O, SDÎ' and W, we get a set of interesting theorems, 
including for instance some of interest in the definition of the summability 
for a series or integral. Cf., for instance, Kojima, TÔHOKU JOURNAL, 
vol. 12 (1917), pp. 291 ff.; Carmichael, this BULLETIN, vol. 25 (1918), 
p. 118; Schur, JOURNAL FÜR MATHEMATIK, vol. 151 (1920), pp. 82 ff. 
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the set Tq(ix
f) is semi-uniformly bounded. For if we consider 

Bq{jx, fif) as a function of fx" keeping / / fixed, we can apply 
the fundamental theorem. If {qm} is the sequence involved 
in the semi-uniform boundedness of Bq then for every /*', there 
will exist an M^ and an m^ such that for qRqm^, and every \J!' 

\Bq(ix\ M") I S M„,N"v" or Tqfa') < M„. 

I t follows that Tq(iJLf) has the properties involved in the 
hypothesis of our fundamental theorem, and hence there 
exists an m0 and an M such that for qRqmo and every / / it is 
true that 

Tq(v') si MiVy. 
Consequently for qRqmo it is true that 

\Bq(v!, M " ) | ^ Tq{ii!)N"n" S MN'SN"»" 

which is the ultimate uniform limitedness desired. 
We can make specializations, as in the case of the funda

mental theorem. The Hellinger-Toeplitz theorem is a special 
case of this theorem if 2D?' = SD?/; = Hubert space, O is the 
class of all pairs of positive integers, and 

Bqtf, M") = WNijUi'v/', 

where j3# are the coefficients of a bilinear form convergent 
for every / / , ju" of Hubert space. Obviously the sequence qm 

of the semi-uniform boundedness can be taken to be the set 
(m, w) for all m. 

Apparently, we can extend this theorem to that of a set of 
bilinear transformations on SK'SD?" to SO?"', or to a set of 
multilinear operations or transformations. From the latter it 
would be possible to derive the extension of the Hellinger-
Toeplitz theorem to multilinear forms. 
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